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I purpose at the beginning of each academic year to speak to
Sr-.rtely
you about the state of the unive~sity.
My language willAconvey a
definite meaning to you as a group unless you have some conception
of the norms by which I propose to measure progress or the absence
of progress in the university.

Furthermore, no program for an in-

stitution already functioning can be successfully carried out without
taking into account the struc t ure upon which the new has to be grafted.
I have attempted during my first semester with you to participate a.s

activities~ ~t have sought to avoid
such direction in •s,::•.,-!J tended to alterJouJv\

fully as possible in your varied
direction, particularly when

and hence give an inadequate picture of the University of Toledo as it
.
( tJ
(,..)
{ 3)
ia in 1928.
My policy was to learn/\what you were doing, why, and how
If
A.
The confession that I am far from a knowledge of these three
well.
phases of the University in 1928 is an embarrassing one for me to make,
but frankness canpels that it should.

Could I foresee an early day

when I should have mastered th&s preliminary study
certain parts of this address to you.
begin.

l

would postpone

This is the logical moment to

Ergo, I will try to outline certain objectives toward which I

should like to see the University of Toledo deliberately strive.
No University, certainly no publicly supported institution,
can get too far out of step with other colleges and universities.

We

have consciously striven to work together, to use a common language,
to associate ourselves in ·ever larger groups, membership within which
constitutes a badge of our

regularity ~

That this tendency has been

•

an unmixed good for all institutions few would assert; that the ends
which we seek to meet by conforming to certaip uniform standards
laudable and

:~i~~ft~/~

°'"

e.
~

under existing American conditions few would

deny.
We cannot leave the great body of "recognized 11 colleges and universities out of consideration in whatever we sreek to accomplish here
in Toledo.

We cannot be a free lance.

imitator of others.

We ought not to be a slavish

In suggesting that we should be guided by the prac-

tices of standard, recognized or accredited colleges and universities
we should know what

kJh.fl."'e.
V@!;;j"l w

of we s/ ettt< •
Lal:king<

e;J1eint.

To the question, "can an

accredited university have an individuality of its own" I unhesitatingly
,,
reply yes; especially so in the comparatively new field ·of municipal
\\

universities.

There is room for experiment within the rules that gove rn

accreditization.
The significant phase of American universities today is not their
uniformity, though some writers seem only now to have discovered how
very much like peas in a pod we were a few years ago.

Anyone who would

present a true picture of American higher education in 1928 would have
to emphasize the growing individuality of our colleges and universities.
The blazers of new trails are few to be sure, but their nwnber is increasing every year.
When therefore I say that we cannot leave out of accoun t the
procedures and practices of other accredited institutions we want to
know whether we are keeping our eyes on the institutions which have~~
'f)O

hadJJI- new idea about the organization( of a field of

study~ince

Charles

W.Eliot saw his elective system sweep through the c olleges. or whether
we have our eyes on Dartmouth, Harvard. Princeton, Columbia, Smith,
Swarthmore, Antioch, Wisconsin, to name but a few where significant
OIA

experiments are already going

o~

-2-

8*i others who, like Ohio State,

Michigan,and Idaho, are contemplating new departures.
I do not hold all of these experiments up for admiration but
I do single out a few institutions who lave taken that most difficult of
all first steps: getting over institutional inertia.
My chief concern therefore is that we shall not be nwnbered
among those scores of standard colleges where institutionalism of the
1899 vintage still holds sway, where all our striving is directed toward

goals which are respectable only because so many have preferred the comfortable ease of well charted) if somewhat round-about, roadways.
not wish to be misunderstood .

I do

This is not an invitation for a wholesale

revolution and complete break with all that each and every one of you
has done in the past.
What we mu!:it have here is an atmosphere in which ideas and experiments are welcome.

To keep them within the bounds of our implied commit-

ments to students who expect to go to other colleges must always be taken

~~

into consideration, but these commitments do not now,and

shal ~10./\con-

fine us to the lifeless repetitions of the conventional.
To the attainment of this receptive atmosphere

I

pledge myself.

Believing that this is fundamen tal I beg leave to say yet a word
more on this point.

The creation of an esprit de corps among a col-

lcge faculty } where the give and take of ideas makes for an
freedom, is no child's play.

atmosphe~e

of

No one could be in this institution for six

months without observing that here1 as in countless other places ) the real
danger to the functioning of such a spirit is the intrusion of
ties.

During the preparation of this paper

I

person~li-

twice came to places

where I wanted to use illustrations growing out of my experience here.
-3-

I have omitted them for the sole reason that I feared their use would be
interpreted as personal criticism.

Let me not be misunderstood.

not implying that we must all be agreeable each to the other.

I a.m

Your

personal likes and dislikes may function here as freely as anywhere.
I submit,however, that certain characteristics of cultured men and women
ought to be in evidence in an academic community, one of these is the
art of disagreeing without being disagreeable.

Hay more, when the

professional task which we should all be striving to improve comes into
consideration , then your reason and not your emotions must function.
And this must be true not only in faculty meetings but wherever the matvri dtr' d1~rl/ffion .

ters are mentioned.

I can think of nothing more unprofessional than

the undermining that results from animus loaded remarks dropped among
students in the classroom or without.
I am not expecting to turn our faculty into a mutual agreement society.

~uite

the contrary I expect that in such an atmosphere

as I have described there will be clashes of opinion.
will be.

I hope there

There ought to be.
There is a somewhat different phase of this problem which I

feel bound to put into the record.

Many a half-baked idea has been

foisted upon our college faculties and into college catalogues because
faculty members feared to take issue with the president.

The paver of

the office which I hold will never be used adversely against the man or
woman who comes out in sincere
time to time express.

~nd

open opposition to ideas I may from

The weight of any contribution I may have to

offer is no whit greater because of the position I occupy.
There is another side of the pie ture , and I would like to
make that equally clear.

However much soGe of us might like to see
-4-

Do-

universities conducted after the manner of/\.true
not be ~\until our methods of

JtfV\oC~f>.t~

ci-e"fl1ee:f'aeie-s

®~xf:ref~;e If;p~~S 8,;7 fr;\ n

they will
g f onp s have

reached a higher state of perfection than they have today. ~~re a.rt
"°~'"' '"ft-t l'e!ftrn-.i6i'/,'/,•~ l)f fl~ f<'csit:/.... /.~ .-((;~ .. "' .. '<'l" ;1- .t1ecrtStL2 -It.

-f, ,.:,. 'S

rf•"-lf!

A+ sud ,/,;,...r I ~/...!( .n1e/e 1-s/A,.. ti.. 11..,f. / o..h'I ../. ,5,. ~/el J"o".f
eto.J"'~{~ .for tZ't"'ro,'S &l" '-'tiwl·S~ dl!c;sio11.s' If ~1 ~':}"' 7,~f' ,~,/~f,.,;;.,,,.1'S

i,,y.· c,,_,f/..J\'o...,

o

~vei.5;11en'H' sf.ou(J °'ft..tlQ..r -f.b efo.r&-C.ht-1'-i.e #f.J ivd5etriervf- ~f' l'>t!~e
~f{ec/.,~o youl' wol't(' ot" y•ut- s{Jus .. 01.. 'fi.e fruiro...,.,,. ef-de uni.\ltYt;l'f.J I
1
~ 51 ,.;r·/ Jt. v ]. v.1t'l[ 1AJtf<!1fVle ~,.v,·nso ,'f. fJ.f>.-//.,t:f to~ ,..'ff:.1al-,;n,
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With this rather lengthy int roduction I will now proceed to outline for your consideration certain objectives and standards which appear
to me vital in our work.
We are engaged in carrying on the process of education. Education
does not begin with us, it does not end with us.

Much, though by no

means all,of the education which has preceded our share in the process,
has been directed by parent or teacher.

When students leave the univer-

sity their education, if they are to learn at all, must be self-directedo
One can make no categorical statement 1 but by and large the pathway in
the whole process is from dependence, extreme dependence in childhood,
to independence.

Where does the one end and the other begin?

Obviously

in a matter of this kind there should be no abrupt break but a period of
transition • . I suppose as our schools are organized today, it would

be

said that the transition period has not been reached in any real sense
of the word until the student reaches college or the university.

Within

the college then must cane, if institutions are to have a part in it, the
transition period.

My first thesis then is this: The four-year college

must take its students at whatever stage it finds them and turn them out
equipped to direct their own further education.

I take it that there

is little or no disagreement with this position.

However much nursing we

-5-

may have to give freshmen the r e is little justification for our work if
seniors at the a g e of 22 still need the same coddling.

The beginning of

our problem is difficult to define, the final objective is easily stated .
Some day I hope to be associated with a college or university which will
grant no bachelor's degree until the candidate has demonstrated beyond all
doubt that he or she is able independently to recognize a complex problem,
to analyze its component elements, to survey critically the bibliography,
to discuss it intelligently in appropriate language, and finally that
the candidate showed signs of at least as much interest in the process as
he did in the attainment of the sheepskin .
One ought to apologize for taking time to state such obvious
truisms.

Yet the fact is that the majority of our accredited colle ges

are not turning out intelligent independent thinkers.

Grades, credits,

majors, minors, junior colle ge, senior college, admission requirements,
; ,..+~,,+

de gree requirements, all perfectly justifiable in their iRte:1st, have
fD'' IAJh; cl.

obscured the large r purp0sesAwe are striving f:m".
we cannot throw overboard all at once this

I am convinced that

academic ballast.

I am

equally convinced that no progress is being made in genuine university
education where this highly organized counting house paraphenalia dominates
university procedure.

That it does today in a majority of our accredited

institutions I think no one will gainsay.
There is still another deeply rooted tendency in our colleges
which is keeping many from a constructive contribution to this admittedly
pressing problem, and that is the tendency to regard the various curricula
as carefully insulated and uniformly charted pathways to the Ph.D.degree.
-6-

•

Most of us have travelled that pathway and who h as not trembled as he ap-

~t

proached his general examinations.

of our graduates are going to

live in a highl y complex world~ 1he trouble with this

doctor's• degree •

approach to college education is that it is too simple.

It will remain

oversimplified as long as we teach in tin-tight compartments •
....,P
1'..-oteed/ntJ n,w wl'll.
1:-1,wu warnh:rw11 :e1rnn nt,)i ucctr-1~.
'±'o ietu·" '·tiAour discussion
of the transition from dependent to independent learning} ~at machinery
or procedure can we set up to bring about this growth in the student?

I

am not going to attempt a specific program but I will outline some steps
which I think must be taken.

/n /,{~ -[J;st /!~~

fl;C::-fl?.ere must be a conviction that this is the program of the
university.

J-11 -ft.e

SBC'tmtf.

/kce.,

':IC

f

5DfY!e

s/o.!e.

the university course the student must be made

~c:llt~l=limilii~ in

to understand that he is beginning the transition process , and before he
graduates he must have had an opportunity to demonstrate both to himself
.+o

andAthe faculty that he is capable of self-directed study.
wpen~,

when and how, is this to be translated into a program?
1

No one who has followed the experiments in universities since 1912 would
a.f wl..,f .rltt flt.
be willing to s-tate categoricall~n in the college course this process
of responsibility for knowledge, not included within the scope of the
courses listed in the catalogue, begins.

In theory the junior.,.. senior

colle ge places the commencement of this kind of study at the close of
the sophomore year.

Yet Harvard, without crediting itself with any re-

volutionary tendendies, has shown that sophomores may safely be introduced
to this method of learning.

S 0 me of us are watching with keenest interest
-7-

•

the Experimental College at 'iVisconsin where freshmen are supposed to master
the same study methods which junior and senior honor students at Swarthmore
and Smith are pursuing .
that

ther~ s

The truth, as we have known for some time, is

no uniform period ). n the educational journey when this, what

should be an adventurous commencement, should take place.
Uncertain though this period may be 1 and subject to revision as
all experiments necessarily must be we should make a beginning.
1

I

can

•

find in our practice here no evidence that we are seriously attempting to
turn out learners who can safely discard academic
To make use of an organization which we already have I

sug ~ est

that we consider, before the next catalogue goes to press, ways and means

••

of making our senior college work distinctly of university character.

This, as I see it 1 is one

o~

half~our

immediate task.

half is just as important and I believe more difficult.

The other

That task is the

answer to this question; What shall be the nature and content of this preuniversity training?

If I seem to be departing from accepted

termi~ ology,

it is not with the idea of abandoning the old. If I speak of work 'of distinctly university

'/

character, I am merely characterizing what appears to

me the essential nature of the activity in the senior Cqllege , similarly in
L.C,

the use of "pre-university" for that of the tllunior college.
;. . ~ .

There is no

-

more perplexing problem before colleges and universities today than the
organizing of a curriculum for the junior college.

Very few institutions

have attempted a soluti on that goes to the heart of the situation.

Tying

up a few of the old introductory courses into a bundle and giving the

p&Ckl.fe

~

,,, ~Y"C,

.:t:nre a new name will not turn the trick.

I am convinced

of our present L:materials will not be adequate.

1P I

tha~binations

frankly confess my con-

viction that orientation course s are an improvement over the old freshmen
-8-

_)

and sophomore courses.

I would contend, for instance, that students at
"

H

Columbia who have done the year's work in Contemporary Civilization have
a better functional knowledge of individual and group adjustments problems
t o /11M b~ 4'

than the students who may have pursued td:te::ir old freshman courses in Economics, Government, Sociology, Psychology, and Philosophy and Modern His~

tory • . Ten years~experience there has convinced those me mbers of the faculty

o""'~ i"G.l\'\

who~opposed

the plan.

\I

''

Contemporary Civilization is a real orientation

course in the field of social studies.

There are scores of so-called

orientation courses in that same field 1 and in others which are what they
1

preten~ to be in name only.

I do not wish to leave the impression that

the solution of the junior college problem lies in the indiscriminate adoption of orientati on courses.

'

Rather I propose that we find a solution by

attacking the problem more fundamentally
tn ;i hs ::J

still.

If we should find that

n:w 011 we can get a partial soluti on thrnugh orientation courses,

let us not reject the aid they may contribute merely because a few courses
which have sailed under that banner have proved notably unsuccessful.
I

suggest that we get at thi s matter again from the point of

llJ

view of objectives. [~ WhGtt is our point of departure and/lw.ha t is our
1

destination?

The objective has already been stated: we want our students
IAl:11

-

to arrive at a point where..._ theyl.\.have made an intelligent choice of a field
of specialization which they

w~ll be.
a;:ee able

to pursue according to

~

th~ethods

and standards which should characterize senior college or university study.
We e._egin with the high school graduate.

That entity is hard to define_i but

for our purposes it is perhaps sufficient to say that he is not ready fot
this university work we have been talking about.

He ought to be better

equipped than he i s, we all admit, but let us not indulge that age old
criticism of blaming the teacher who had the pupil la s t year.
us nowhere.

I t wi 11 get

Our task, particularly in a public institution, is to take
- 9)

these high school
or know why.

9ra tlv 4.te5

~~s

where they are and arrive with them at our goal ,

Indeed I see no reason why our standards of prog ress tiJ ;Qt: a..fo,.g

this pathway should not be such that those who fail are as certainly con~(1\n11t

vinced as we are that they c.&R=!:.t- make the grade.
With this material our objective seems to me to call for
a junior college curriculum which has two distinct components.
w·dl
student 1e=

te ~ 1·~~A-ud.

p~red

li'irst, no

for university work until he has mastered the tools and

skills required in his later study, and secondly no stud ent can be permitted
to specialize until he has a sufficient background to know himself, the
~ '

natur e of the world and societ y in which he lives, and an appreciation of
the world of knowledge Jin some one area of which he purposes to gain a
deepe r understanding.
Time will not permit ex t e'nsive expansion of these two items.
As an example of one of the several tools required for university study, let
me take English.

The person who cannot read fairly rapidly and comprehend

reasonably accurately what he reads, who cannot use the English language
/wec. 1·f~/y_

correctly to express aeeweatg,1.y his ideas in speech and in writing is totally
unfit as a candidate for the senior colle ge.
as. a high school graduate then he
period; and the

If he lacks this ability

,<:CJ.~·"1~ it in this pre-university

must~

emph~sis must not bef n taking and getting credit for a

course or cours es but the ~~t~ of this tool.
Now there certainly are
7
~e high school graduates who already possess what we would regard as a sufficient mastery of English.

There is no reason that I can see why such stu-

dents should be compelled to take a course which is designed to give what
they already possess.

--AP

In some cases the junior college will have to insist
lo

that tools inadequately sharpened must be whetter • n the student's own time.
There can be no adequate master y of inorganic

chemistry £itself a tool

'

subject in some of our professional courses 1 without reasonable facility
~
ot-+~t
.,,..
1-0>Mebil~s~ few"' a.ri thmet ical processes. At the end of a fifty
-10)

1h

Q

minute test it is perfectly possible to say to a student

11

you do or you

do not have a sufficient connnand of the addition, subtraction, multiplication and division of fractions and decimals to get along in this coursej

~
~

in two weeks or three , ybu will be out of your depth if
1

II

•

this seven th grade material .

you~ ~.':';t__e,..

!f!'.aE~!§!"i;;;'!it:t1~·11:~
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